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PR .E FACE 
A disciple of Surreal ism, the author is intrigued with the 
unique uti I ization of landscape in the canvases of Sal·vidor Dali 
and other Twentieth century surrealists. Fai I ing to employ land-
scapes and their interest inducing qua I ities in his earl_ier works, 
the author sought the need to research' the history of painted 
scenery in order to justify the need for incorporating it into a 
work of art. In retracing the development of selected landscapes 
from their origin in manuscripts to the closing periods of the 
Nineteenth century, a basis has been established from which to 
discuss and compare the diverse and innovative qua I ities landscape 
possesses in the hands of the contemporary Surrealist. In expos-
ing modern day works, the author examines its new use in defining 
the problems of painting, while showing its relation to psychology 
as reflected in the minds of dreamers and paranoics. Ultimat~ly, 
this study wi I I result in producing a change 1n the artist's work, 
with the amount of variation being reflected by the impact and de-
gree of importance of this material. 
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P A R T I 
HISTORY OF LANDSCAPE PAINTING 
vi 
At the beginning of the present century the population of the 
world numbered over 1,500 mi Ii ion; it has since doubled that figure, 
and by the year 2000, less than three decades from now, it wi I I in-
crease to 6,000 mi I lion~ This multipl ication,of I ife is quite alarm-
ing, if not catastrophic. To counteract this multitude, more and 
more energy and resources are being devoted to research ways of con-
tending with a problem that wi I I eventually confront the -youth of 
today. 
Population growth, since before the recording of time, has 
greatly hastened the process in which the featur~s of our planet 
have been altered by the hand of man. The prehistoric period has 
indeed been an era of on I y a few thousand years. In the vast ages 
that preceded it, the face of the earth evolved into whpt appeared 
to be a stabi I ized, unchangeable mass, which in fact if was for a 
notable time. In the past, there' was never the pre~sure there is 
on land today. More open space existed for.population, and the 
planting of the soi I with foodstuffs was never as feverish in its 
intensity. 
Today, vast variations have occured from continent to continent, 
leaving few areas exempt from transformation. Citles,.the supreme 
example of man imposing himself on nature, have virtually obi iter-
ated untold areas of country side with their barrages of asphalt and 
cement. At the same time, the natural scenery, produced by mere 
chance from geographical, climatic and biological factors, has become 
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degraded without human intervention. Uncultivated lands lose their 
growing capacities, as nature's effects of wind and rain deal it dis-
astrous consequences. We see therefore that man, with or without 
nature, has modified the surface of.his home in'to new shapes, add-
ing and subtracting formations which present a newly recognizable 
appearance-in short, he created fandscape. 
As a country becomes more civi I ized, its natural resources are 
constantly utilized, then dissolved. Beautiful regions abundant with 
life giving properties are eventually destroyed and exhausted. When 
this happens, there the.n arises the need and cha I lenge to protect 
these natural sites and avoid this problem of the future which has 
again become the problem of the past. Whether driven by feelings of 
guilt or his own human nature, man wishes to repair the many injuries 
that he has done to nature. At the same time, he desires to feel and 
enjoy·the beauty and fascination of land and fields which seem to re-
fuse al I contact with human history, past and present. It is for 
this reason that national parks and reservations become portions of 
nature safeguarded, like precio~s relics, in the same manner as his-
toric cities and ancient monuments. 
As we have seen, landscape is a part of man's I ife as wel I as 
the scene, interwoven with his problems, activities and aspirations. 
It seems, therefore, only natural that he would paint it, hoping to 
capture and isolate periods and places of hallowed scenery, preserv-
ing them within the framework of a canvas. By definition, landscapes 
are panoramic views of portions of the earth's surface, perceived 
from a certain viewpoint by the human eye. Actually they are much 
more, becoming refuges of I ife, suspending time and scenery and an-
choring them in the minds _of man. 
It is the purpose of this text to research and unmask the 
unique modes employed in landscape painting. Being interested in 
the Surrealist movement of this century, a substantial section of 
this thesis has been devoted to the devices of Twentieth century 
surrea Ii st-- I andscapes. Before discussing the~e i nnova-ti ve, new con-
cepts, one must recal I the traditions and historic past from which 
landscape painting evolved. In Western art, the landscape has had 
a short and rest I ess Ii fe. In the greatest ages of European art, 
the age of the Parthenon or the age of Chartres Cathedral, landscape 
did not and could not exist, ·tor to Giotto and Michelangelo it was 
impertinent. It was not unti I the dawn of the Seventeenth century 
that artists began taking up landscape painting_ for its own sake, 
and systematizing its rules. And in the Nineteenth century, it be-
comes the prevai I ing art with an aesthetic of its own. 
Since man first walked the earth's surface, he has been sur-
rounded with things that have a life and structure different from 
his own: trees, flowers, grasses, rivers, hi I Is, clouds. Combined 
together these objects ·contribute to an idea which-we cal I nature, 
and in turn constitute the ingredients of landscape. The painting 
of these landscapes mark the stages in our conception of nature. 
Its development through the centuries is part of a cycle in which 
the human spirit attempts once more to create a harmony with its 
environment. The Grecian painter, with his sharp eye for the vis-
ible world, evolved a school of landscape painting; but in so far 
as we can judge, his ski I I was used chiefly for decora-tive ends. ln·the 
fol lowing centuries, landscapes resembled the scenes from manuscripts 
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(Pl. 1). In the Twelfth through Fourteenth centuries, pictorial 
expression gave birth to the landscape of symbols. For example, 
notice the stylized trees in the backrounds ot the early tapestries 
CPI. 2). Early Christian philosophy taught that our earthly I ife 
is no more than a brief interlude, therefore the surroundings in 
which we 1ive need not absorb our attention. The Twelfth century 
writings of Saint Anselm maintainsd that things were harmful in 
proportion to the number of senses they stimulated. This strict 
monastic view rated it dangerous to sit in a garden where roses 
could be seen and smelled, and songs and stories told to please the 
ears. For this reason, the e I ements of each pa·j nt i ng were reduced 
to their simplest symbolic form. It wasn'·t WfQng to enjoy nature, 
but the average layman would say that nature simply was not enjoyable. 
In time, these teachings were abandoned and the objects in nature 
began taking on their more realistic forms. It should be noted that 
th.e compositions from 'these early periods are not regarded as true 
landscapes. The knowledge of these painters was so complete,~that 
the backrounds of their paintings were sa~rificed to the main subject 
- the action of heroes and martyrs. 
"Facts become art through love, which unifies them and lifts 
them to a higher plane of reality; and in landscape, this al I embrac-
ing love is expressed by light. 111 The process of saturating pic-
tures with I ight stemmed from the miniature scenes of elaborate manu-
scripts. In such smal I images, the unity of tone was easily achieved, 
1Kenneth Clark, Lands~ape into Art, (London, England: John 
Murray Ltd., 1966), p. 16. 
1 • Psa Im I I I us trat ion 
2. French Tapestry 
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ref I ect i ng the concentrate(! b ri I I i ance of a qua Ii ty gem. Throughout 
hi story the .trea:tment of I andscapes has been quite minute. Exceed-
ing I y smal I, the first landscapes measured only two by three inches. 
Painted between 1414 and 1417 in a manuscr i pf· known as Hours of 
Turin, they were constructed for the Count of Holland. Sufficient 
evidence points out that they were created by f:lubert van Eyck (1366-
1426). Pure landscape, these scenes depict van Eyck's love for the 
effects of I ight. One particular scene displays a sandy' shore on 
which tne Count of Holland has landed on his way back from England 
in 1416 CPI. 3). The figures are subordinate and the legend depleted 
in the slightest manner possible, thus prove van Eyck's preoccupation 
and love of I ight. Saint Barbara of Antwerp Cpl. 4), considered the 
finest landscape painted by Hubert's brother Jan (1385-1440), clearly 
anticipates the greatest landscape painter of the Nettierlands, Pieter 
Breughel. The feeling of movement around the tower, combined with 
t~e manner In which the smaller figures hold ~heir position in space, 
shows a styled mastery not to be equal led till after 1550. 
Giovanni Bel I ini (1429-1470) was another master born with the 
landscape artists great~st gift: emotional response To I ight. Bellini 
makes an effect of I ight the motivating power in his picture. A feel-
ing of love and care embraces the quality of each detailed twig and 
stone, accompanied by the most grandiose per5pective. Saint Francis 
CPI. 5), uni ike some of his canvases, is rigorously painted with a 
sense of individual identity of forms. His favorite atmosphere was 
the soft, touchable air of a summer evening; That time when forms 
seem to give back the I ight they have absorbed durin9 the bright day-
I i ght hours. 
3. Landing of Duke Wi I I iam of Bavaria Hubert van Eyck 
4. Saint Barara in Antwerp Jan van Eyck 
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5. Saint Francis in the Wilderness Giovanni Bel I ini 
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Pieter Breughel, the patriarch of observation, is the only master 
of naturalistic landscape who comes between Bel I ini and the Seventeenth 
century. Probably born in the 1520 1s, nothing is known of his work be-
fore a 1553 engraving he executed in Rome. Beginning with allegories 
and proverbs in which landscape is a setting and accessory, he devel-
oped into the master of great landscapes in which the accidents of 
human I ife are one within the weather and the seasons. An example 
exists in Winter, the Dark Day (Pl. 6). In many of Breughel 1 s works, 
his human subjects share disc-like, simplified faces which seemingly 
compel them to lose their individualities and become part of the mech-
anism of the universe. It is in the end that the struggles, miseries 
and scarce animal pleasures of their I ives really absorb him and dic-
tate the character of his landscapes. Breughel 1 s work remains quite 
unique, though he had imitators none of which were able to capture his 
unparalleled style for a new creative purpose. Before, the direction 
• 
of landscape painting was headed towards a complete world of impression, 
With Breughel 1 s landscapes, the scenery became fi I led with an accumula-
tion of incidents. 
There are numerous reasons for the interest in the Seventeenth 
century: for its artists restated and solved al I the problems of 
creative art. The Renaissance age had ended, a period of retrogression 
had set in, and it was clear that an entirely new start was cal led for. 
Artists settled down to closely examine the world around them, master 
nature's forms and the organization of space. Amazingly enough, these 
ends were al I achieved, not within the period of several centuries, 
but almost simultaneously, within a few years, and in different countries. 
From Rome came Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665) and his classicism, a 
- -- - - -------
6. --Winter, the Dark Day Pieter Breughe l 
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special approach to art in which formal theories were adhered to with 
unbelievable devotion. He took up the cause toward freeing painting 
from the loss of I ife and spirit it suffered as a result of the Renais-
sance. "Beauty does not emerge in a work of art unless it is prepared 
for as carefully as possible beforehand. Such preparation consists in 
three things: order, manner and true specific form"2 This was one of 
his famous rules. In arranging the subjects of his paintings, he 
chose from mythology and the bible those individuals who were most 
noble and had superior intellects. Having determined what parts should 
be included in the arrangement and composition of the picture, he el im-
inated those he considered unimportant, and stressed the principal 
figures by lowering the ranks of the secondary ones. Thus, each element 
contributed to the perfection of the entire scene. Next, he concen-
trated on beauty rather than adornment. Poussin, haunted by the idea 
of movement, immobi I ized the composition by means of I ines intersecting 
at right-angles. These techniques, combined with his al I iance between 
sky, trees, water, scenes of mythology, and history, implement a feat 
which has never been duplicated in the history of painting CPI. 7). 
Thus through landscape, Poussin became himself; yielding to the rhythms 
of nature, expressing effortlessly the poetry of the countrysides, and 
capturing perfect harmony between man and nature. 
In 1648, Claude Lorrain (1600-1682), Poussin's junior by six 
years, painted several works which are typical of a painter who has 
fully mastered his means of expression. At this time the paths of 
these two painters cou Id never have been c I oser. Therefore, I et us 
2Jacques Dupont and Francois Mathey, The 
trans. by S. C. Harrison (Geneva, Switzerland: 
p. 89. 
Seventeenth Century, 
Albert Skira, 1951), 
7. Orpheus and Eurydice Nicolas Poussin 
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consider why this was so. At the outset, Lorrain 1 s methods were 
identical to Poussin's. Eager to capture the secrets of art and 
the mysteries of nature, Lorrain rendered sketches and paintings 
from dawn unti I nightfal I, so as to mark exactly the subtle changes 
of the twi I ight hours. Although their goals were similar, their 
efforts separate once they reach the studio. As we have seen, 
Poussin, not content with mere appearance, painted nature more real 
than reality. The geometrical balance of his composition was di-
rected exclusively by the artist's mind, thus creating for the first 
time the heroic landscape. Lorrain, inspired by the same nature, 
bathed in identical I ight, was not nearly as ambitious. His inven-
tive powers sterned from sensitivity and imagination. In painting 
nature, he strived simply to portray the harmony of landscape bathed 
in a sun I it atmosphere. Among his contemporaries he was not regard-
ed as the expert artist, and was called "an·inspired idiot". But 
credit was given him for his knowledge of aerial perspective and the 
variations of atmosphere, even though he knew nothing about I inear 
geometry. The most important point is that he was the first to cap-
ture I ight in a picture, represent the sun directly, and drench his 
scenery in soft twi I ight. In this manner, Lorrain breathed new I ife 
into the ages of landscapes (Pl. 8). In later I ife, Lorrain 1 s strength 
lay in his abi I ity to portray the sky no longer as a curtain, but as 
having great depth and recession. He knew nature down to its finest 
detai Is and used his talent to capture its purest beauty. 
It has often been wondered whether Lorrain and Poussin ever 
came in contact with each other. There seems to be no evidence of it, 
but they each were probably aware of the other's existence. It was 
8. Landscape with Mi I I CI aude Lorra in 
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not by chance that Poussin started his 'hi stor i ca I I andscapes about 
1645 when Lorrain's were very much in vogue. The fact that Poussin 
gave more brightness to his skies and their subtle variations owes 
something to Lorrain, while on the other hand, the manner in which 
Lorrain 1 s subjects were fol lowed by historical paintings suggests a 
desire to match and contend with Poussin. 
From the canvases of the Seventeenth century Dutch masters, 
we begin to fee I I and scape coming into its own as an ·independent 
form of art. Real ism crept into the arts and through the chiaro-
scuro device employed by Caravaggio (1573-1610), light began playtng 
an apparent role in painting. At the beginning of the century, 
Dutch landscape was s.t(I I only feeling its way, and soon became 
bogged down with foolish ideas. Hercules Seghers (1590-1638) freed 
and guided it in its proper direction, treating it as a portrait 
rather than a landscape, and reflecting in its surface true Dutch 
genius. His romantic feeling was uni ike his predecessors who had 
employed the mountains to complete extravagant and formal composi-
tions. Seghers sought to reveal what they seemed to so anxiously 
hide~the inner I ife of nature. Before, landscapes were vertical, 
wi Id and rugged, and now they became horizontal, smooth and calm. 
No longer do we find scenes poised with masses of rock; we see the 
horizon with its long sleeping plains, land, and water al I merging 
into the boundless sky, exposing the creative evolving spirit of 
the Northern genius. "Al I eternity is here: in the sky's reflec-
tion of the canal, in the smooth map spread under the geographer's 
compass~'3 Man had disappeared from the landscape, but had become 
31Jwi., p. 115. 
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more sensitive to it than ever (Pl. 9). 
Meindert Hobbema (1638-1709), another Seventeenth century 
artist, backed up tor a fresh start towards more accurate realism, 
but as a result had to sacrifice the mysterious poetry of land-
scape. Nature no. longer was the theme or subject, but an objec-
tive. As in a poorly-focused photograph~the composition fal Is 
to pieces and the sky is flattened out. One lone work lends dis-
tinction to Hobbema: The Avenue (Pl. 10), where, under a low sky 
a road I ined with poplar trees winds into the country of Holland. 
The invitation extended by this painting was heard by only a few 
Nineteenth century English landscape painters and the French Im-
pressionists, and left contemporaries unmoved. It is seemingly 
apparent that once a subject becomes a standard theme, its original 
intention is changed or falsified, causing it to lose its individ-
uality. By the end of the century, the spiritual unity given land-
scapes by Seghers, had vanished from Dutch painting. There were 
painters of urban and country scenes as wel I as seascapes, but they 
were story-tellers and i I lustrators without any real originality. 
Whenever one of them would show a spark of individuality, it was 
soon snuffed out by repeating whatever happened to please his pub I ic. 
This incident just goes to show that when the subject, however 
slight, becomes more important than the painting, art casts aside 
its ideals and begins to commit suicide. More than a century was 
to pass before the tradition and true spirit of the Seventeenth cen-
tury Dutch painting would enjoy a rebirth in an atmosphere of freedom. 
Englands contribution to Nineteenth century art was to be an 
important one, providing the basis tor an entire branch of modern 
9 . Rhenen and Canera Tower Hercules Seghers 
10 . The Avenue Meindert Hobbema 
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painting. The love of the English for nature is common place, and 
this is the beginning of the romantic attitude. Identified with the 
passing Industrial and French revolutions, Romanticism heralded new 
changes in I iterature and art. 
It was with John Constable (1776-1837) and Wi I I iam Turner (1775-
1851) that English landscape-painting came into its own and won its 
independence as a self-sufficient form of art. Firstly, it fully 
expressed the relationship between the artist and nature, and second-
ly because it led to the creation of a new technique appropriate to 
it; lastly because it cal led for procedures which were to conflict 
with tradition for the entire Nineteenth century. 
John Constable was a quiet, mi Id man who remained in England 
in "splendid isolation" and knew I ittle more of the world than his 
birthplace and its environment. He never made the initial trip to 
Italy, as did so many other artists, but his observing eyes needed 
an horizon no wider than that of a meadow, trees and a brook. Air 
and I ight were his breath of I ife, and the energy source for his 
art. He painted the countryside with the same devotion a farmer 
ti I ls the soi I. "Constable is credited with being the first painter 
to set up his easel in the open country. 11 4 His love of nature was 
neither chosen, historical nor I iterary. Stirred to an emotion al-
ready halfway to romanticism, he could be quite realistic on occa-
sion, and was already seeing reality with the eye of an lmpressions-
ist when he said that no two days or hours are alike, "neither were 
there ever two leaves of a tree alike since the creation of the world." 
4Maurice Rayna!, Nineteenth Century, Goya to Gauguin, trans. by 
James Emmons (Paris: Skira, 1951) p. 45. 
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The entire artistic outlook of Constable is conveyed in the 
opinions quoted above. Aware of a deep relation with nature, he 
felt a need to record al I of the movement he sensed in her. Sadly 
conscious of the lawlessness of time, he sought to give the fleet-
ing moment, immortality in his art. This frame of mind enabled 
Constable to bring landscape to I ife, and create a new tec~nique 
which would give one of the forms of romanticism a place in art. 
An artist intending to express his own emotions never sub-
jects himself to the directives of any other artist, not even the 
greatest. This first movement towards freedom marked the beginn-
ing of Romanticism. Cezanne referred to himself as a primitive, 
and the same might be said of Constable. Having never bothered 
about setting up a system, he confined himself to expressing his 
personal feelings to the utmost. He never had been a visionary; 
history and religion, nor myths or legends held his interest. His 
art is one continuous praise to nature, whether displaying her in 
her grandiose aspects, gentler accents, or quieter more intimate 
moods. For Constable, nature was the only source of his creative 
impulse, his outlook on her ful I of religious feeling. His very 
technique is guided by his feelings rather than by any ideal con-
cept. New methods of expression, I ike the breaking up of tones, 
into a host of variants, were employed only because they enabled 
him to do better homage to the object of his love and to extend 
its beauty. He even let the inspiration of the moment, whose 
source he never knew nor sought to know, direct his brush. Thus, 
his compositions never show the framework from which they are bui It. 
In Weymouth Bay (Pl. 11) one may notice three success1ve pairs of 
11. Weymouth Bay· John Constab le 
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para I leis - the two diagonals formed by the cloud groupings, 
those formed by the hi 11 and stones in the foreground, and lastly, 
the curves made by the waterline and the slope of the cliff on the 
right. Usually these are noticed only by the critic at work rather 
than by the casual observer. It was not his way to arrange the 
landscape, nor did he aim at panoramic effects or selected angles 
of vision. Salisbury Cathedral (Pl. 12) is another example of Con-
stable's natural craftsmanship. A classical landscapist would 
never have risked placing the pointed tree to the left of the steeple 
or the overpowering oak tree on its right. The juxtaposition of the 
objects fol lowing no predetermined plan, is indeed a lay-out charac-
teristic of the Primitives. 
Naturally, Constable's new approach was tar from favorable in 
the eyes of his contemporaries. Marked as "chaotic", it was severe-
ly criticized at first. It was not unti I 1824 that he triumphed and 
received recognition in his own country. Bonington and several other 
English painters also exhibited at the same show at the Paris Salon, 
and their works were a revelation. Delacroix, a non-para I lei ing con-
temporary of the time was heard to say: "This tel low Constable has 
done me a world of good. 11 5 As a result his name was spoken among the 
art and I iterary worlds everywhere, while his canvases were welcomed 
tor their freshness and vitality. His ideas were implemented by a 
broad, sumptuous technique that swept al I before it. Uni ike the aca-
demic painters, he did not apply color with bland uniformity, but 
broke down the same tone into an endless variety of subtle variations. 
5 
-1J2...Lg_., p. 48. 
12. Salisbury Cathedral John Constable 
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Seeking only truth, he cast ideal ism aside, saying that nothing in 
nature is ugly. A remark that justified the admiration and friendly 
rivalry of such men as Delacroix, Courbet and Mi I let. Thus, here we 
have the beginnings of his influence on his contemporaries and success-
ors. 
The characteristics of Wi I I iam Turner were on a different scale 
altogether. Considered a visionary in landscape painting, he was in-
spired by a profoundly mystical outlook on nature. He was a thorough-
going romantic in the sense that his introvert personality was fi I led 
with poetic emotion. For this reason it is believed he had a passion-
ate addiction for intoxicating himself with color such as had never 
been seen before in painting. As a chi Id Turner was neither cheer-
ful or companionable. Having seen his mother lose her mind and die, 
he tended to have a deep father fixation. SI ipping out of his father's 
shop, he often roamed the banks of the Thames, where he grew to love 
the water, fogs, barges, and the ships which he soon began sketching. 
In later years after his father's death, he took to drinking and 
spent many days in and out of taverns. His work became quite scattered 
and sporadic, developing a mode of eerie expression. Turner's art 
developed most of its characteristics after his father's death and his 
visit to Venice. The latter event fired his imagination. Wandering, 
void of thoughts, he created through his paintings his world of en-
chantment drunk with air, I ight, and color. The subjects of his paint-
ings seemed to vanish, lost in a haze of color. It was almost I ike 
painting with no particular subject in mind. Turner then began writ-
ing short, unintel I igible poems to his pictures. "His work became an 
art of shreds and patches, purecolor symphonies: incredible skies, 
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drifting mists, fogs and clouds (Pl. 13). 116 Having at one time been 
devoted to Lorrain and the Dutch masters, he now cast al I influences 
aside. The last phases of his art became a shitting succession of 
pure abstract color. A famous comment of Courbet's color was, put on 
with a "drunken broom," but it would better apply to Turner. Detatch-
ed from literary allusions, his romanticism was of a pictorial order, 
and inti icted quite new procedures, such as the tinting of shadows in 
blue or red~an innovation carried on by Impressionists and their 
fol lowers. 
Richard Bonington (1801-1828), a venturesome artist with a wel I-
balanced temperment, was a newcomer from England. An avid portrayer 
of open air and space. Scenery always delighted him. Through water-
color, the typical English medium, he best conveyed his delicate re-
sponses to natural beauty. This was done with matchless grace and 
I ightness of touch (Pl. 14). On canvas he sometimes tel I short of 
the ful I expression he tried to interpret. His seascapes provide 
proof of his sense of the grandiose, his skies sometimes taking up 
over three-fourths of the canvas, creating the impression of bound-
less space. 
Having died at the age of twenty-six, many ask themselves if 
his enthusiasm could have endured the test of a longer I ife, and 
say more than was already said. For his technique was so faultless, 
that one wonders if he could have carried his art any farther. Al-
though his contributions to the Romantic movement were quite valu-
able, nothing suggests that his art had any far-reaching influence 
61 b i d • , p • 50. 
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on a century that brought about so many upheavals in the world of 
art. It was in the landscape that Bonington found himself, although 
he continued to experiment with different procedures. Early in his 
career, his seascapes were overrun with color. But later, having 
yielded to the lures of color, he began giving more attention to 
the structure of his compositions. In summation, Bonington through-
out his brief career, kept open house to a great variety of influences. 
After the French Revolution, man's right to free personal ex-
pression became undisputed. Romanticism continued to spread, dev~lop-
ing its dramatic expression of emotion and dynamic compositions. The 
early romantic movement in French paintiQg seems to have been launch-
ed when nature was first dealt moral and ethical characteristics. 
Referred to as the "pathetic fallacy", many painters, under stress 
of emotion, ascribed human traits or feelings to nature, as in "the 
crue I sea", "a pit I ess storm". Whether depicting contemporary news 
events I ike shipwrecks (Raft of the Medusa - Gericault), or covering 
the capture of animals (Lion Hunt - Delacroix), the energy of nature 
explodes into violent I ife. Needless to say, this type of painting 
falsified nature, for it contains no,ethical or virtuous traits. In 
time, the rampant traits of nature were humanized, and became the 
touchstone of the artist's personality, interpreted according to the 
way he envisioned the world. 
With the advent of the Nineteenth century, French landscape-
painting had almost lost the realist feeling for nature. Only with 
Corot (1796-1875) was landscape given the chance to be worthy in 
rank to the portrait and human body. Corot, regarded exclusively as 
a landscapist, proved himself a master of the human figure, for his 
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genius had many sides, and he was interested in many forms of I ife. 
In this connection, it had been observed that Corot painted his figures 
I i ke I andscapes. 
Uni ike many contemporary painters, Corot's I ife was simple and 
uneventful. He was perfectly contented. His painting career began 
when he entered into friendly relationships with other academic paint-
ers. He visited Italy several times opening himself to the great 
c I ass i ca I tradition, as we I I as I earning the "tricks of the trade" 
employed in historical landscape. Through the architecture of Rome, 
he was inspired to produce a method of ba I anc i ng masses in fu I I I i ght, 
such as we find in his Bridge at Mantes (Pl. 15). Corot had a special 
fondness for the arches in bridges, for they formed an ideal setting 
for his interpretations of the play of I ight and shadow. The possi-
bilities of I ight fascinated him, and since his artist companions had 
been unable to teach him anything about it, he discovered for himself 
this particular side of painting. With great ski I I he learned to 
play tones against each other; by blurring certain detai Is in light, 
he diverted attention to what he regarded as the essential parts. By 
avoiding glaring colors and simplified contrasts, he assigned "values" 
with the care and importance he attached to them. Thus as his outlook 
on nature grew more precise, he steadily endeavored to bui Id up his 
technique. Corot understood nature very wel I and his inspiration grew 
from his inborn love for her. "In her presence, he did not use his 
imagination, but gave himself up to contemplation, then closed his 
"7 eyes, one would say so as to re-create within what he saw without. 
7lE.l_g_. I P• 82. 
15. Bridge at Mantes Cami 11 e Corot 
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Approaching her with misgivings, he grew bolder and soon stood on 
intimate terms with her. Corot truly identified himself with nature. 
It is indeed evident from the harmonizing tonalities he came to use, 
that it never crossed his mind to merely imitate her. 
In his paintings he seemed to go ahead with no preconceived 
ideas. He was I ike a rural stonemason who bui Ids with an innate sense 
of proportion that astounds the professional architect. Like Constable 
he believed that in nature's presence his first concern was to forget 
he had ever even seen a paint1ng. Corot seems to have gone one better, 
and never thought about it at all. It might be interesting to point 
out that Corot was the first painter to use the word "impressionism." 
He brought out the meaning when he remarked that "what we fee I is as 
real as anything else." This idea was something quite new in painting 
and many wonder about its coming from an artist who at least in his 
earlier days showed much respect for the classical rules. Never had 
Romanticism attained a love of nature with such depth of feeling as 
Corot did. His conception of art was beautifully simple, human and 
sincere. His art is one of grays with undertones of pink, green, 
ochre and blue. He establishes harmony more so than he renders color. 
·And grey is the color of his natural modesty. Also, he simplifies 
with a vigorous hand and natural ski I I. The love many other painters 
have for Corot is proof of his inf I uence on them. Many famous masters 
are admired, but Corot above all is admired. Many of his observations 
instigated new paths in art. In one of his painting codes, he stresses 
that the artist should never lose that first fine impression which 
moves him. Here again we have an early step towards Impressionism, 
and the perfection of his painted sketches proves his first "snapshot" 
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impression was enough. His impressionJ~m was an expression of an in-
ward vision, going beyond reality in order to create another, which 
for him was more real. Corot did not copy nature, he made his own. 
In 1830 Corot went to France's Forest of Fontainebleau for the 
first time. This area was constantly used as subject matter for land-
scape painters. As a result, the forest vi I I age of Barbizon became 
the hunting ground of artists on the lookout for "impressions".. In 
years to fol low, many artists gathered there before going off to work 
in the depth of the forest. This meeting place became known as the 
School of Barbizon, and in some aspects remained under the influence 
of Romanticism. Nevertheless, the landscape, before treated as a re-
flection of a mood, tended to disappear. These painters were not 
visionaries, but men who loved and delightedly observed nature. Tend-
ing to ornament what they saw, they never idealized or sty I ized it as 
their predecessors had done. They intensified the I ife, power, and 
gentle charm of nature, but never went so far as to distort or "dena-
ture" it. Painters I ike Rousseau aimed at an objective, representa-
tion of the outside world, and endeavored to express the richness of 
the soi I, the enchantments of the forest, and the expressive value 
of I ight. They did this quite straight forwardly, without fal I Ing 
back to the Romantic's procedures which so often camouflaged reality. 
The Barbizon masters took Nature seriously, not using her as an excuse 
or source-book for painting. Thus these painters set about glorifying 
Nature as the Bountiful Lady, dispenser of al I man's needs; their 
faith in her was total and unfaltering. From this we feel the rel igi-
ous sentiment which under! ies the art of French landscapists. Each 
work was an act of homage to Mother Earth, and this expresses the most 
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essential characteristics of French sensibility. 
Theodore Rousseau (1812-1867) was an impressionable man bubbling 
over with new ideas on art, al I of which were quite hazy to a degree. 
His bombastic ways reflected his preference for the grandiose in 
nature, for solemn, majestic scenes. Contrary to Constable, he needed 
wide horizons, vast skies and towering trees revealing depths on 
depths. He was fond of talking about his "subjectivisim", saying the 
composition of a picture should never fol low any predetermined plan." 
The composition, he said, comes in-Joo being the moment the elements of 
visual experience cease to exist objectively and express the 
emotions they have inspired. 11 8 It must be admitted that Rousseau's 
theories seem rather muddled as if he were pestered by a thousand 
demons and never knew which to I isten to. But usually he treated 
natural scenes in a broad, robust mannger, ful I of inventiveness and 
bearing ~he stamp of his individuality. Rarely the human figure 
appears in his landscapes, but merely in trivial detai I (Pl. 16). 
In the end, the Barbizon School influence became rapidly felt in 
various parts of the world, especially in the countries of Holland, 
Germany, Belgium and the United States. 
In the Nineteenth century there are a few paintings which chal-
lenge the old masters, express the essence of a period, and at the 
same time proclaim the future. To this I imited company belongs the 
work of Georges Seurat (1859-1891). In recognition he ranks with 
the greatest of his century, and his canvases have become landmarks 
in the development of modern painting. His art is quite unique 
8
~., p. 88. 
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because it employs the technical program cal led "pointi 11 ism". For 
nearly eighty years the question of whether a note of color should 
be first mixed on the palette and applied as a single dab, or care-
fully "divided" into its component spots and put pure on the canvas, 
has diverted the public from Seurat's qualities as a designer (Pl. 17). 
Unable to see the picture for the technique, the pub I ic has been ready 
to abandon this artist as the leader of the lost artistic movement, 
Neo-lmpressionism. In the hands of his fol lowers, pointi I I ism be-
came the basis for tapestry-I ike decoration, grew inert and mechani-
cal, and declined into a naturalist technique for rendering i I I us ions 
of I ights. Not unti I later did the Cubists comprehend its true signif-
icance. They came to appreciate the flawless structure, and the sense 
of space his art achieves. Among the greatest of his landscapes, "~ 
Grande Jatte" (Pl. 18) is of primary significance. This canvas rep-
resents the complete revelation of his mastery. This painting is 
unique amoung _the work of al I modern artists for it conveys the thor-
oughness with which each part was studied before finding a place in 
the finished work. At the time when most paintings were completed 
in a day, this picture took nearly two years to construct, and con-
sisted of over seventy pre I iminary drawings and sketches. No other 
artist of the Nineteenth century, with the exception of Ingres, re-
corded so completely his creative process. This painting is the 
result of one of the most complete documented case studies in the 
evolution of a pictorial theme. It is clear that Seurat played a 
major role in rescuing art from the techniques of Impressionism, 
and establishing classical order at a time when art was threatened 
with formlessness. Through his preparation material we are able to 
--, 
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fol low the artist's transformation from Impressionism into a medium 
suitable for rendering monumental design. From La Grande Jatte, we 
realize that his new method was clear, and that he could devote the 
rest of his I ife uti I izing and enlarging his process. 
Seurat's contribution to art was obscured by the emergence at 
the same time of Cezanne. The most earnest fol lower of nature, Ce-
zanne split his picture's planes into facets, and bui It his composi-
tion from simplified shapes. His principles of design originated 
from his paintings of sti I I I ife. But soon he was able to transfer 
his ideas to the more complex and evasive subject of landscape. His 
designs became mor~ intellectual as his compositions were bui It up 
on straight I ines rather than curves. In some paintings, even the 
foliage is reduced to straight I ines. His interest in the problems 
of construction is seen in the landscapes of Provence, in which he 
gives the scenery of his native country the harmony of a classical 
landscape CPI. 19). 
Although it is true that one of Cezanne's letters contains a 
famous sentence about cones and cylinders, (which was used by Picasso 
to prove he supported the theory of Cubism) it is quite clear that he 
never envisioned Cubism or any other form of abstract art. Nonethe-
less, one cannot deny that hi~ late work goes a long way towards ab-
straction. Cezanne 1 s taking off point was Impressionism, which means 
that his inspiration derived from an immediate response, a response 
that he I iked to cal I his "I ittle sensation". But as we shal I see, 
Cezanne 1 s "petite sensation" was transformed into the most intellectual 
and poetic of al I styles~Cubism. 
Whatever the merits of Cubism, it definitely is not a style in 
19 . Houses at .l.' Estaque Paul Cezanne 
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which landscape wi I I play an important part. It is true that Picasso, 
encouraged by Cezanne 1 s pictures of provincial towns, attempted some 
landscapes in which houses are simplified into cubes (Pl. 20). Picasso 
soon gave up this type of landscape because he saw that Cubism must be 
a continuous medium of distortion applied throughout, irrespective.of 
its point of departure: the effect of the subject going half-way to 
meet it was artificial and unconvincing. And although Mondrian, the 
painter who was one of the purest of al I abstractionists, tel Is us 
that his original inspirations were drawn from waves and beaches (Pl. 
21), we seriously cannot consider his forms of abstract art as a poss-
ible basis for landscape painting.· 
20 . Landscape (Horta de Ebro) Pablo Picasso 
I~-
21. Composition Piet Mondrian 
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P A RT I I 
SURREALIST LANDSCAPE 
Having traced the development of landscape and the various 
manners in which it was painted, we now arrive at the Surrealist 
movement. In preceeding pages we have seen landscapes travel from 
mere backdrops of mythological and spiritual events into a domineer-
ing art with a beauty al I its own. With the dawning of Surreal ism, 
the landscape is no longer a moment of scenery captured by the art-
ist's style. Inspired by the works of Giorgio de Chiricao and Max 
Ernst, the landscape was to become a deceiving, somewhat unfami I iar 
object used to define the crises of painting, while exposing the 
world of dreams. 
The work of a few selected individuals usually anticipates 
and forms the basis for the problems that wi I I preoccupy succeeding 
generations. Rene Magritte (1898-1967) was such a pioneer. He did 
not introduce any new inventions to the process of picture making 
(as did so many of his contemporaries) but his paintings suggest 
the series of problems whose solutions led to the central fact of 
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Twentieth-century art: "the col lapse of the conventional devices 
of i I lusionistic representation. 119 
In Magrit~'s paintings, questions are constantly being raised 
as to the relational identity of objects and symbols, resemblances, 
and the whole validity of "representational seeing." The crisis 
that has plagued art's established procedures is again and again 
foretel I ingly defined in his pictures. For example, The Human Con-
dition (Pl. 22) actually shows the contradiction between three-
dimensional space (which the object occupies in reality) and the two-
dimensional space of the canvas used to represent it. The ambiguity 
in Magritte's image suggests that something is i rreconc i I ab I e in this 
confrontation between spatial i I I us ion and real space. The whole 
complexity of modern art is defined in this single image~a complex-
ity which has made the imitation of nature the fundamental premise of 
painting. 
The tension between reality and i I I us ion which Magritte con-
tinuously explored in his works is not a new problem of either phi 1-
osophy or art. The "window on reality" painting notion, which kept 
a I i ve the idea of representation as an "ag reeab I e cheat", was passed 
down from the Renaissance. The Cubists were the first to weaken 
this premise. They invented a pictorial space to replace the per-
spectival one that had been used since the times of the Renaissance. 
Picasso had tried tor fifty years to overthrow the "fooling-the-eye" 
concept, when he first began pasting real newspaper to his Cubist 
pictures, replacing painted i I I us ion ism with what he referred to as 
9suzi Gabl ik, Magritte (Greenwich, Connecticut: New York 
Graphic Society Ltd., 1970), p.75. 
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"fooling the mind." With the introduction of reality into the work, 
the whole i I I us ion concept was thrown open to question. Not only did 
the Cubists attempt to displace reality, reality was no longer in the 
object. "Reality was in the painting."10 
Since the intrusion of reality into the painting, the use of 
the picture plane as a mediating agent tor presenting identical paint-
ed equivalents of I ife has seemed an incompetent sort of mediation. 
As time passed, the displacement of real object into the actual work 
of art came to be the Twentieth century form of i I I us ion. In retro-
spect, Magritte's work presents us with astonishing insights about 
this as wel I as other problems. He himself had suggested the I imits 
of pictorial representation in his painting Common Sense (Pl. 23), 
in which the sti I 1-1 ife objects, instead of being painted on the 
canvas, are shown standing on top of a blank framed canvas which is 
lying on a table. The crisis of Twentieth-century art arises from 
the conditions Magritte has pictured here~the fact that real objects 
have three dimensions and have depth, while a canvas is one flat plane. 
In The Sweet Truth (Pl. 24) this problem is presented in a different 
manner: sti I I I ife objects are depicted on a table covered with white 
cloth, but the objects and the table are merely painted on a brick 
wal I implying that they are without substance, as if they were two-
dimensional. According to some art historians, the effort to resolve 
this cont I ict caused painting to become abstract. In other words, 
the space in abstract art, since it does not strive tor realistic 
ii I us ion, became two-dimensionally flat, so that in it three-dimen-
sional objects could no longer exist. 
10~., p. 93. 
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It has already been pointed out how Magritte,through his work 
The Human Condition, defined the ambiguity between a real object, 
one's mental image of it, and the painted representation. Within 
most of Magritte's works there is a series of variations which form 
a system of cross-references, incorporating related elements. The 
"painting-within-a-painting" theme is a complete opposite of the 
Renaissance concept of a painting as a "window on reality." When 
viewing The Human Condition, one questions whether the landscape 
he sees is one which is painted on the canvas inside the room or 
is it one which is outside the window. In this canvas we "observe 
the correlation of two phenomena which occurs at the interface be-
tween subjective and objective~a diffusion of identities between 
inside and outside worlds. 11 11 
The phenomenal theme of "inside and outside" emerges defin-
itively in combination with the "representational seeing" problem 
in The Human Condition painting of 1933. This painting, in Magritte's 
own words, was the soluti·on to the problem of the window. 
"I placed in front of a window, seen from inside 
a room, a painting representing exactly that part of 
the landscape which was hidden from view by the paint-
ing. Therefore, the tree represented in the painting 
hid from view the tree situated behind it, outside the 
room. It existed for the spectator, as it were, simul-
taneously in his mind, as both inside the room in the 
painting, and outside in the real landscape. Which is 
how we see the world: we see it as being outside our-
selves even though it is only a mental representation 
of it that we experience inside ourselves. In the 
same way, we sometimes situate in the past a thing 
which is happening in the present. Time and space 
thus lose that unrefined meaning which is the only 
one everyday experience takes into accou_nt. 11 12 
11~., p. 96. 
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A window marks the surface plane between inside and outside; the 
door performs a similar function. 
In the paintings Unexpected Answer and Amorous Perspective 
(Pis. 25 and 26), Magritte deals with the problem of a door rather 
than that of a window. Hebel ieves that the important thing about 
doors is not that they are wooden and rectangular, but that they 
al low us passage. He has pointed out: 
"A door cou Id very we I I open on a I ands cape seen 
upside down, or the landscape could be painted on the 
door. Let us try something less arbitrary: next to 
the door let us make a hole in the wal I which is another 
door also. This encounter wi I I be perfected if we re-
duce these two objects to a single one. The hole takes 
its position, therefore, quite naturally in the door, 
and through this hole one can see the darkness. This 
image could be enriched sti I I more if one were to ii 1-
uminate the invisible thing hidden by the darkness. 11 13 
Magritte uti I ized the inside-outside theme in numberous 
v~riations, sometimes with more than a single version of each, 
but always worked out a new aspect of the problem. In Plagiarism 
(Pl. 27), he used the double image device to blend the experience 
of II inner" and "outer", where the f I owers of a bouquet are rep I aced 
by a meadow ti I led with trees. "Thus, events normally experienced 
separately in time become simultaneous; interiors and exteriors 
coincide, just as things happen concurrently, both inside and out-
side the mind. 11 14 <This points out that time is the only device 
which prevents everything from happening at once.) 
The Fair Captive, (Pl. 28) another variation combines the 
"representational seeing" problem with a flaming tuba. Outside 
13 1bid. 
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its normal context, the tuba has a disquieting presence; on fire it 
is even more disturbing because it deviates from its normal behavior. 
Since the flames of the burning tuba reflect on the "canvas, we are 
brought again to the notion of the canvas as a pane of glass, which 
al lows the spectator to "see through" reality. 
In The Waterfal I (Pl. 29) the painting-within-the-painting, 
depicts a forest set on an easel among the trees. In this painting, 
the representation is no longer superimposed on reality as in The 
Human Condition: it is situated right within it. This side by side 
placement points out the different character of the image from the 
thing it is supposed to represent. Mag.ritte has written: 
"The different natures of the two presences (that 
of the painting-within-the-painting and that of the 
leaves which surround it) are of a spatial order, but 
they are so I inked that the spatial order ceases to be 
a matter of indifference: it is on I y thought i tse If 
which can see itself simultaneously in the forest and 
away from the forest. As for the title of the picture, 
The Waterfal I, I merely meant to point out that the 
thought which conceives such a painting undoubtedly 
overflows I ike a waterfal I ."15 
In Evening Fal Is (Pl. 30) the window has shattered, with fragments 
of the landscape reappearing on the broken bits of glass as they 
fall inside the room. In another version, The Domain of Arnheim, 
(Pl. 31) Magritte combined the idea of the broken window with the 
image and theme of a story by Edgar Al Ian Poe. <The title was in-
spired by Poe's story of the same name.) The combination of these 
ideas is an example of the way Magritte crosses themes and overlays 
separate elements. 
15J..£.lj_., p. 99. 
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Euclidean Walks CPI. 32) again returns us to a scene where part 
of the view outside a window is hidden by a canvas portraying the 
identical view inside the room. Here, Magritte has again added a 
new element: corresponding forms. The shape of the street in per-
spective exactly resembles the conical form of the tower. "Sometimes, 
when different images are brought together, they create analogies in 
the mind with the insistence of indi~putable evidence. 11 16 (This idea 
seems to para I lei Salvador Dali 1 s theories on multiple or double 
images, in relation to the subconscious.) 
In al I of these paintings, Magritte has sought to explore the 
negative harmony between a real object and the painted i I I us ion. For 
example, Magritte once painted a smal I piece of cheese. He titled it 
This is a Piece of Cheese, and then placed it under the glass dome of 
a cheese dish. He has also written: 
"If someone thinks of a slice of buttered bread, and 
wishes to communicate this thought, several means are open 
to him. He can show a slice of bread and some butter, or 
paint a slice of bread, and spread butter on it; or he can 
paint the butter on a real slice of bread. The image of a 
slice of bread and butter is assuredly not something eat-
able, and conversely, to take a slice of bread and butter 
and exhibit it in an art gallery changes nothing about its 
actual aspect, and it would be foolish to believe it was 
capable of al lowing the description of any thought whatso-
ever to appear. 11 17 
Magritte, uni ike his contemporaries, who have assumed a fixed 
position in history, was the only Surrealist who was not absorbed in 
technical innovations. The other Surrealists al I ied themselves in 
experimenting with techniques which now have exhausted their usefulness 
.. 
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and tied them to a particular period style. Magritte restricted his 
technique to the most conscientious depiction of appearances, and as 
a result avoided confining himself to a particular period, affording 
his work more options for the future. 
The first year of the Twentieth century contains the birt.hdate 
of another inspiring surrealist, whose dream world landscapes herald-
ed a new approach in the interpretation of scenery. Near the fields 
of Locronan, a province of Brittany, the land is fi I led with the rough 
stones and tombs of prehistoric times. This area was once the chi Id-
hood vacation spot of Yves Tanguy (1900-1953) and his family. As an 
adult painter, Tanguy would subjectively transform these formations 
into the properties of hJs dream world paintings. He never forgot 
these vast plateaus of Brittany nor the submerged landscape of its 
rocky shore, where objects float constantly in the underwater world, 
shifting with the depth and tide. 
Having never sought instruction of any kind, Tanguy 1 s progress 
as an artist was quite slow at first. Nonetheless, he apparently 
completed a good number of canvases, admittedly naive in execution, 
during the early 1920 1s. But, in 1927 Tanguy found his way as an 
artist with astonishing abruptness. His most climactic picture that 
year, Mama, Papa is Wounded (Pl. 33), was titled from an actual 
psychiatric case history. In this painting a hairy stalk rises 
against a gust of smoke-I ike color, with a cat's cradle form giving 
the i I I us ion of space and binding the fleck-I ike shadows on the 
earth. This picture i I lustrates a device constantly employed in 
Tanguy's technique: the dual uti I ization of perspective, from far 
to near and from high to low. Conventional perspective imp I ies 
l __ 
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both depth and height, but no other modern painter has dramatized 
an opposition between these two dimensions. The fascination of this 
canvas stems from the tact that the two foreground objects (the one 
at the right resembling a fish with popping eyes) seem to coast in 
the air above their shadows as if gravity has lost its hold, or as 
if the entire scene took place in an aquarium with a I ighted horizon. 
As time passed, Tanguy began substituting mineral forms for the 
vegetal ones used in his earlier works. His color also changed, be-
coming more complex and varied, with I ight and dark extremes replac-
ing the even tonality of his previous pictures. At the same time he 
applied one of his most poetic inventions~the melting of land into 
sky. The usual fixed horizon was replaced by a continuous flowing 
treatment of space, and in paintings I ike The Furniture of Time, 
1939, CPI. 34) it is difficult to determine at what point the earth 
becomes sky or whether objects rest on the ground or float freely in 
the atmosphere. 
Neatness and precision were the greatest attributes of Tanguy's 
mind and personality. He loved objects that were beautifully made; 
which seems odd, considering Tanguy 1 s place as a leading artist of 
the Surrealist movement whose fol lowers usually stressed a poetic 
freeness, despising conventional ideas and manner. He talked elo-
quently with care and humor; his manner almost courtly at times. 
"His subconscious visions were never scribbled, as in the automatic 
images of some of his col leagues, but were communicated with the ut-
most finesse. 1118 
18 James Thral I, Yves Tanguy (New York: The Museum of Modern 
a rt, 1 9 5 5) , p • 19. 
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In 1950, with Rose of the Four Winds, (Pl. 35) there occurs in 
the right foreground, the breathless congestion of boulders and pebbles 
which reach its bri I I iant climax in Multiplication of the Arcs. It 
has often been questioned whether Tanguy memorized the rocky landscape 
with giant cacti in Arizona, recorded by his photographer-friend Fred-
erick Sommer (Pl. 36). Tanguy himself never saw this particular land-
scape, but did see regions of Arizona and was startled by the geolog-
ical forms of the American West. At any rate, Rose of the Four Winds 
suggests the Western wastelands, and Tanguy possibly kept them in mind 
unti I they finally found a place in his art. During 1952 and 1953, 
Tanguy produced a marvelous series of drawings, but few paintings due 
in part to i I I health, and in part because he spent time traveling 
abroad to his solo exhibitions. During the final months of his I ife, 
he completed what is certainly the greatest work of his entire career 
~Multiplication of the Arcs (Pl. 37). It was reported Tanguy worked 
on this picture I ike one possessed. He clearly sensed that "Multipl i-
cation" was to be the concluding summary of his I ifelong aims and pre-
occupations~which indeed it was. 
Salvador Dali, another contemporary Surrealist, uti I izes land-
scapes in a different version of Rene Magritte's double image device. 
He presents a puzzling question or riddle based upon a fantastic re-
semblance between things which are quite alike. Believing that two 
images should be interchangeable, they are handled in such a way that 
the first image wi I I suggest or completely replace the second image 
in a given moment of perception. In his canvases, objects are subtly 
altered in order that they can be perceived as independent articles 
or as a portion of the scenery's ground areas. The viewer is al lowed 
,. 
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to organize these deceptive forms into various pictorial combinations 
since the figures are contained within the same contours. 
The exceptional tame Dal i's art has earned tor him results from 
the development of the two qua I ities he has employed since youth. One 
is his insistence on painting the counter-appearances suggested to him 
by what he now ca I Is his "parano i c" processes of thought; the other is 
his technical virtuosity. Dali referred to his technique as "handmade 
pt:iotography," by which he meant to say that it defined appearances so 
sharply, it rivaled photographs recorded by a camera. With him, the 
reaction against painting as a photographic medium, which had gather-
ed force throughout the late Nineteenth century and climaxed in the 
early Twentieth, came to an end. Dali went so tar as to give his 
paintings a glossy surface similar to that of photographic prints. 
In other words, he wished to depict the unreal with such extreme real-
ism that its truth and validity could no longer be questioned. Dali 
retained this photographic qua I ity in most of his works, and also 
took painstaking care in positioning I ight and dark elements so that 
his double images could be read two ways. 
During the development of his early canvases, he adopted the 
Cubist practice of affixing real substances or photographs to his 
canvases. He did not intend to estab I i sh a I ink with rea Ii ty as the 
Cubists had done, but set the stage tor an over-al I pattern of exacti-
tude. Thus, in some of his early works, pasted-on engravings and 
photographs are supplemented by painted rep I icas so carefully executed 
they are indistinguishable from the originals. Having developed and 
mastered the fol lowing techniques, Dali was wel I on his way to becom-
ing one of the centuries most exciting artists. 
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As far back as 1929 Dali had begun work on The Invisible Man 
(Pl. 38), a superior work which took nearly five years to complete. 
This painting, reinforced by his own writings, proves that since his 
earliest connection with Surrealism he has been intrigued by double 
image phenomenons which have been important in the formation of his 
paintings. In this painting the perspective distances appear drawn 
together by the reappearing form of a seated man. Clouds in the dis-
tant sky evolve to form the hairline, while the landscape's bui I dings 
and cast shadows organize to define the head and arms of the body. 
The lower torso and ·legs are suggested by pools of water capped by a 
waterfal 1-1 ike fountain. Within this canvas we witness the landscape 
and Its forms giving birth to the (double) image of a male body. 
The repeating image device has been used by artists throughout 
the centuries. Arcimboldo, a Sixteenth century fantasist who employed 
fruits and vegetables in the formation of painted portraits, directly 
inspired Dali. A special fascination tor the double image was held 
by the Romantics of the Nineteenth century. In the early 1800 1s, 
Delacroix made drawings of a I ion's paw which changed into a human 
hand; near the century's end, Odi Ion Redon wrote A' soi-meme: "The 
sense of mystery is always to be found in the equivocal, in double 
and triple aspects, suspicions of aspects (images within images), 
and in forms wh kh are beginning to be or w i I I begin to be, accord-
ing to the state of mind of the observer. 11 19 Celebrated artists, 
including our own Currier and Ives, made picture puzzles by conceal-
ing endless images within the pattern of certain subject matter. But 
19James Soby, Paintings Drawings, Prints, Salvador Dali (New 
York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1941), p. 24. 
38. The Invisible Man Salvidor Dali 
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Dali, uni ike his predecessors, has gone one step further. He has not 
adopted the double image concept in the manner the fanatasists and 
popular artists did, nor does he share the Romantic notion of mere 
mystery. Instead, he has stated that the second, hallucinatory image 
suggested by a certain object may in fact be reality itself. While 
discussing multiple images in the text La Femme Visible, he wrote: 
"I cha I lenge Materialists ••• to inquire into the more complex 
problem as to which of these images has the highest probabi I ity of 
existence if the intervention of desire is taken into account. 1120 
Dali believes that people suffering from paranoia have an un-
canny abi I ity for recognizing double images because their disordered 
minds are hypersensitive to hidden appearances, whether they be real 
or imagined. In al I fairness, no one can deny that Dal i's own capacity 
for their recognition is extraordinary. Proof of his unusual talent 
has come about on numerous occasions. For example, he once discovered 
that the head from a painting by Picasso, on being turned sideways, 
almost completely para I le led the image of an African vi I I age on a 
postcard which he possessed. (He constructed a painting from the 
combined images, and entitled it The Paranoiac Face (Pis. 39 and 40). 
A number of elements were added to the original postcard to heighten 
the effects of this picture puzzle. Bushy trees served as hair for 
the head, a gourd-I ike form was added to the center figures to make 
a chin, the shadow cast by the hut was darkened to represent a neck, 
and .a pointed white headdress was added to a left side figure in order 
to emphasize an eye. The sky I ine and a cloud formation were also al-
tered in order to suggest the flat shoulder plane~typical of a 
201.£1..i., p. 25. 
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portrait bust. In this canvas we again recognize Da I i I s use of I and-
scape in producing a vision~ry shift in meaning. 
In his earlier paintings, Dali was content to present two or 
three images in one. In later texts however, he made it clear that 
this numerical sequence could be I imitless. "The double image," he 
wrote, " ... may be extended, continuing the paranoiac advance, and 
then the presence of another dominant idea is enough to make a third 
image appear ... and so on, unti I there is a number of images limit-
ed only by the mind's degree of paranoiac capacity. 1121 The sequence 
of images-within-images grew as his technique became more flexible. 
Through such paintings as Apparition of Face and Fruit~Dish on a Beach 
. 
(Pl. 41 ), he created an astonishing large succession of appearances 
and counter-appearances. Considered to be one of his more famous pro-
jects, this canvas too supplements the double landscape imagery. Cen-
tralized in the picture is a scarf-covered woman sitting on a beach~ 
which coincidentally is a covered table top. When examined more 
closely, the woman figure transforms into the I ips and chin area of 
a face. The nose and forehead are formed by a perspective continua-
tion of the beach. Looking again one may notice mountain shapes trans-
posing into hair-I ike forms. Another landscape progression occurs in 
the upper right background area. What appears to be a chain of moun-
tains I inked by a bridge, Is actually the profile of a dog's head 
complete with collar. Contrary to the Cubists who had reduced the 
painted subject to minor, near non-existent status, Dali supplied his 
pictures with a series of subjects equally important and al I of them 
21 Ibid. 
41. Apparition of Face and Fruit - Dish on a Beach 
Salvidor Dali 
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interdependent. With the completion of The Endless Enigma (Pl. 42), 
a canvas with six large-scale images contained in one over-al I com-
position, he reached a climax of complexity. This painting agatn 
employs the scarf-covered woman device, and shows various mountainous 
and organic forms giving rise to a variety of subtle, body-shaped 
figures. 
Among Dali 1 s I iterary topics is his "paranoic-critical" approach 
to esthetics. Leonardo, the master of the Renaissance, belongs to the 
inconsistant group of people discussed in this text. Studies prove 
that Leonardo's presentations using pictures or images were analyzed 
by Dal i's faithful counselor, Sigmund Freud. The painter himself then 
discovered that "Leonardo proved an authentic innovator of paranoiac 
painting by recommending to his pupils that, for inspiration, in a 
certain frame of mind they regard the indefinite shapes of the sports 
of dampness and the cracks on the wal I, that they might see immedi-
ately rise into view, out of the ~onfused and the amorphous, the pre-
cise contours of the viscera tumult of an imaginary equestrian battle. 1122 
Thus, Dali found a way of thinking that was similar and sympathetic to 
his own. This observation of Leonardo has strengthened and guided the 
developmental stages of Dal i's creations. Later works indicate his 
devotion for Leonardo has not been merely ideological, and that Leon-
ardo's technical influence on his draftsmanship is unmistakable. For 
example, notice the similarities in horse studies by Dali and Leonardo 
(Pis. 43 and 44). 
While developing the possibi I ities of the multiple image, Dali 
has adopted a related phenomenon in which: the object, once seen, 
22~., p. 26. 
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appears in the imagination over and over again, varying as to identity 
and or scale but always retaining the same basic out! ine. In other 
words, the phenomenon of the repetitive form. This reoccurance of 
form is widely experienced, since almost everyone h~s, at one time or 
another, been troubled by a repetitious form which can show up every-
where. 
The foreground of the painting Nostalgic Echo (Pl. 45) begins 
with a grotto-! ike opening to a landscape of city streets. The be! I 
in the tower becomes a series of repetitive forms with a girl jumping 
rope, a keyhole and a shadowy figure in the distant doorway. In this 
case, objects within the scenery, rather than the landscape itself, 
incorporate the double imagery view. As with the mult)ple image, 
Dali be! ieves that the recognition of these repeated images depends 
on and is limited solely by one's"paranoic capacity." 
L,.._ ---
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CONCLUSION: PERSONAL INFLUENCE OF SURREALISM 
In approaching the closing portions of this thesis, we have 
arrived at the discussion point of the author's works and the role 
. 
landscape has played in their development. The technique in which 
he uti I izes watercolors and transparent inks seems to yield the best 
results in his style of art. For this reason, the works selected as 
examples employ these combined mediums. 
In hi~ early appl I cation of transparent inks, the artist pro-
duced a series of animal-I Ike forms which he referred to as "Ani-
mules." Ourer's Di lemma (Pl. 46) i I lustrates an animal shape iso-
lated by the remaining white surfaces of the page. Landscape in 
these paintings is nonexistent. By eliminating scenery he sought 
to seclude the object completely and direct the spectator's field 
of view and attention towards the things he felt were most important: 
the object itself and its detailed portions. 
Realizing the emptiness of his works, the author began the 
progressive steps towards uti Ii zing landscapes. The watercolor, 
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Bui let Man: The Human Projectile (Pl. 47) reveals a minimal hint 
of landscape. The scenery of this painting came about tor several 
reasons. The landscape was first induced into the composition to 
create interest while al lowing isolation of the central figure 
without detracting from it. Secondly this particular type of flat 
barren scenery was employed to emphasize the feeling of vast space, 
which in conjunction with the infinity suggested by the sky, further 
isolates the suspended figure. 
Saint Strawberry (Pl. 48), considered by many to be the art-
ist's best work, includes a landscape which occupies a substantial 
area of the painting. By creating various fields of planes, he 
discovered that the landscape, aside from producing a more inter-
esting composition, helped create the i I I us ions of depth and dimen-
sion. Isolation of the forms in this creation occurs through the 
spacing and separation of objects. The strawberries are arranged 
in such an order that attention can be given individually to each 
one in its own specific section of the landscape. The body figure 
is again individualized through its suspension in the taint, subtle 
sky. 
Uti I ization of landscape has been, tor the author, a gradual 
one, evolving from a nonexistent state into a sizeable portion of 
his works. Some early works tai I to uti I ize landscape in any form 
whatsoever. Later, a sense of growing interest in nature is notice-
able as it is sparingly used to suggest a horizon I ine and attempts 
to imply vast open space. It is in the latest works where we recog-
nize a monumental and progressive change in employment of landscape. 
Convinced of the importance of painted scenery, the landscape evolves 
47. Bui let Man: The Human Projectile Mark Trumper 
48. Saint Strawberry Mark Trumper 
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to control and occupy a substantial portion of each painting. In 
this latter period, there can be observed an overwhelming influence 
of Salvidor Dali. The double image device of Dal i's has not been 
uti I ized. Attention to detai I, combined with the glossy surface of 
significant objects have been attempts to duplicate the photographic-
like appearance of Dal i's works. There is also a manipulation of 
I ights and darks along with imp I ied perspective which moves the view-
ers eyes in and among the various suggested planes of the picture. 
In future paintings, the uti I ization of landscapes wi I I undoubt-
edly become a direction of substantial importance, and wi 11 require 
its own preplanned portion in each work, in order to create more mean-
ingful and interesting compositions. 
The preceeding text has explored the immense role landscape has 
occupied in the history of art. Retracing developmental sequences, 
we have witnessed landscapes mature from mere backdrops supporting 
mythology, religion, and history to the Seventeenth century where art-
ists sought and directed their ski I ls to capture and duplicate the 
· exact I ikeness of nature and its beauty. The advent of the Nineteenth 
century saw artists refining and mastering their methods, as Romanti-
cists bestowed nature with moral characteristics and early Impression-
ists sought to capture nature's initial feelings and suggested forms. 
These innovative ideas were capped by a formulated method which used 
science and a "sophisticated'' interpretation of vision to render I ight. 
In the Twentieth century certain Surrealists, with their new freedom 
of direction and tired of tradition, began using landscapes to solve 
problems of painting and delve into the dream-I ike and sometime para~ 
noic worlds of psychology. It has been observed that the importance of 
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landscape has been monumental in relation to the subject matter of art. 
Whatever the period or style, landscape somehow alters its appearance 
and manner of use in order to support or direct attention to a paint-
ing's main topic or forms. So far, past history of art has been dis-
cussed, and it has exhibited its extreme flexibi I ity; but what of its 
future? 
In the past, artists employed landscapes, for the most part, to 
preserve forms and beauty. Today, especially with the constant ex-
haustion of natural resources, there has begun a sweeping switch t~-
ward the preservation of landscape itself. As man continues to inflict 
himself on nature, the earth's forms are constantly changing as the 
amount of its surface continues to receed. Generally speaking, the 
growth of science has also contributed to a gradual decline of natural 
scenery. Industry, with its reliance upon machinery and automation, 
has introduced and furthered the growth of simplicity, as reflected 
in the works of Mondrian with his reduction of shapes to simplified 
forms covered only with primary colors. 
Although some people wi I I continue to render painted landscape, 
it has yet to enjoy in th-is, century the popularity it attained in past 
history. As for the distant future of landscape painting and the 
direction it wi I I take, many may predict but no one can definitely 
know. 
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